How Much Restricted Isometry is Needed
in Nonconvex Matrix Recovery?
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 Existing guarantees for nonconvex matrix recovery
based on restricted isometry (or similar ideas).
 How much restricted isometry? Strong RIP.
 Modest RIP not enough. If δ-RIP with δ ≥ 1/2, then
many counterexamples.
 SGD may succeed, may fail. No guarantees.
 RIP-like ideas most useful for nearly isotropic
measurements or models.
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How much restricted isometry?

Theorem 1. Counterexamples are ubiquitous

If δ < 1/5, then no spurious local minima.

Given vectors x, z not collinear, there exists a
counterexample that satisfies δ-RIP with 1/2 ≤ δ < 1, and
has z as global min and x as spurious local min.

(Bhojanapalli et al. 2016; Ge et al. 2017; Li & Tang 2017; Zhu et al. 2017)
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Similar proof idea for sparse measurements.
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If δ < 1/2 and r = 1, then no spurious local minima.

Conservative. Real-world data δ ≈ 0.99.
Generality and usefulness of RIP and similar assumptions.
Spurious local min vs property of SGD?
Success as m  infinity?
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Theorem 2. Sharp RIP-based guarantee

Counterexample for δ = 1/2
movie genres
user preferences
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Can δ < 1/5 be significantly improved?

1. Express low-rank matrix as product of factors
2. Minimize least-squares loss of linear model
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(Ge et al. 2015; 2016; 2017; Sun et al. 2015; 2016; Park et al. 2017; etc.)

Nonconvex Matrix Recovery
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(Zhang, Sojoudi, Lavaei. Submitted to JMLR 2018)

• 100,000 trials w/ SGD
• 87,947 successful
• 12% failure rate

Spurious local min
x = (0,1/√2)

Generalization to
arbitrary rank-1
ground truth

Ground truth
z = (1,0)

“If λ-RIP, then x is
not a spurious
local min for the
recovery of z”

Refutation via counterexample

Optimization reformulation

Convex upper-bound

optimal δ* ≤ λ  refutation
optimal δ* > λ  proof

optimal δub* ≤ λ  refutation
optimal δub* > λ  nothing

feasible for δ = λ  refutation
infeasible for δ = λ  proof

Phase retrieval
Power system
state estimation
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Global minimum

SGD and local min?
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1. Select γ in [0,1]
2. Start SGD at

δ-Restricted Isometry Property (δ-RIP)

SGD escapes local min
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xinit = (1-γ) xbad + γ Gaussian
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3. Make 10k SGD steps, measure error

error = | xfinal - xgood |
“Engineered”
spurious local
minimum

Similar idea to the condition number
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Key Lemmas. For all x, z in Rn:
1) δub* < 1 iff x, z not collinear;
2) δub* ≥ 1/2;
3) δ* = δub*.
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